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Josephson parametric amplifiers have become a critical tool in superconducting device physics due

to their high gain and quantum-limited noise. Traveling wave parametric amplifiers (TWPAs)

promise similar noise performance, while allowing for significant increases in both bandwidth and

dynamic range. We present a TWPA device based on an LC-ladder transmission line of Josephson

junctions and parallel plate capacitors using low-loss amorphous silicon dielectric. Crucially, we

have inserted k/4 resonators at regular intervals along the transmission line in order to maintain the

phase matching condition between pump, signal, and idler and increase gain. We achieve an aver-

age gain of 12 dB across a 4 GHz span, along with an average saturation power of �92 dBm with

noise approaching the quantum limit. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922348]

The Josephson parametric amplifier1–7 (JPA) is a critical

tool for high fidelity state measurement in superconducting

qubits8–10 as it allows parametric amplification with near

quantum-limited noise.11 Despite its success, the JPA has

typically been used only for single frequency measurements

due to lower bandwidth and saturation power. A promising

approach to scaling superconducting qubit experiments is

frequency multiplexing,12–14 which requires additional band-

width and dynamic range for each measurement tone.

Simultaneous amplification of up to five multiplexed tones

has been achieved with a JPA15–17 but was only possible

with the Impedance-transformed parametric amplifier18

(IMPA). This highly engineered JPA provides much larger

bandwidth and saturation power but pushes the resonant

design to its low Q limit.

To extend this frequency multiplexed approach for

future experiments, we have adopted the distributed design

of the traveling wave parametric amplifier (TWPA).19 Fiber-

optic TWPAs have already demonstrated high gain, dynamic

range, and bandwidth while reaching the quantum-limit of

added noise.20,21 In this letter, we present a microwave fre-

quency TWPA with 4 GHz of bandwidth and an order of

magnitude more saturation power than the best JPA. This de-

vice is compatible with scaling to much larger qubit systems

through multiplexed measurement, and may find applications

outside quantum information such as astrophysics

detectors.12,22

At microwave frequencies, the TWPA can be thought of

as a transmission line, where the propagation velocity is con-

trolled by varying the individual circuit parameters of

inductance or capacitance per unit length.24,25 This is typi-

cally achieved by constructing a signal line with a current

dependent (nonlinear) inductance. Like the JPA, a large

enough pump tone will modulate this inductance, coupling

the pump (xp) to a signal (xs) and idler (xi) tone via fre-

quency mixing such that xsþxi¼ 2xp. Unlike the JPA,

however, the TWPA has no resonant structure so gain, band-

width, and dynamic range are determined by the coupled

mode equations of a nonlinear transmission line.23 In addi-

tion to allowing more bandwidth and saturation power, the

TWPA is directional so that amplification only occurs for

signals propagating in the same direction as the pump.

The concept of a nonlinear superconducting transmis-

sion line has been demonstrated in NbTiN TWPA,26 where

the kinetic inductance of the superconductor provides nonli-

nearity in a standard co-planar waveguide (CPW). These

amplifiers have achieved gains greater than 20 dB over band-

widths greater than 8 GHz, and with saturation power many

orders of magnitude larger than a standard JPA. To achieve

this high dynamic range, a large pump tone (�100 lW) is

required, which poses many engineering challenges for qubit

readout. Attenuation in the line leads to heating which

increases the base temperature of the experiment. Likely due

to this local heating, the NbTiN amplifier has yet to reach

the quantum limit of added noise. In addition, the qubits

must be aggressively isolated from the large pump tone

which requires additional hardware.

The ideal amplifier for qubit readout would provide gain

and bandwidth similar to the NbTiN TWPA but with a

higher non-linearity, requiring less pump power and achiev-

ing quantum-limited noise. A promising approach is to build

a TWPA based on the non-linear inductance of the

Josephson junction (JJ).27–30 This junction TWPA (JTWPA)

circuit, shown in Fig. 1(a), combines JJs with shunt
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capacitors to construct a 50 X lumped element transmission

line. The capacitors and JJs are small relative to the wave-

length of a microwave signal, giving an effective capacitance

and non-linear inductance per unit length. The JTWPA obeys

the same physics as the NbTiN TWPA, but needs �105 times

less pump power.

TWPA gain is described by solving the coupled mode

equations including mixing terms between the pump (kp),

signal (ks), and idler (ki) wave vectors.23 Power gain is given

by

Gs ¼ cosh2 gzð Þ þ
j
2g

� �2

sinh2 gzð Þ (1)

and

g ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kski

k2
p

ckpð Þ2 � j=2ð Þ2
s

: (2)

Here, z is the length along the transmission line, c ¼ I2
p=16I2

c

describes the ratio of drive current to junction critical current

(nonlinearity), and j¼ 2ckpþ ksþ ki� 2kp is the effective

dispersion. The pre-factor kski=k2
p describes the bandwidth of

the amplifier and maximizes gain when ks¼ ki¼ kp. For

small signal powers where c� 0, j would be described by

the difference in wave vectors Dk¼ ksþ ki� 2kp. The term

2ckp describes the self phase modulation of the pump, shown

in Fig. 1(b), which increases with pump power. In a linear

superconducting transmission line there is no dispersion, so

Dk� 0 making j� 2ckp. The maximum gain then occurs

when g� 0 and is given by

Gs ¼ 1þ ðckpzÞ2 ¼ 1þ /2
nl; (3)

where /nl ¼ ckpz is the nonlinear phase shift of the pump

such that gain depends quadratically on length. If proper

phase matching can be achieved, j¼ 0, g¼ ckp, and the

maximum gain, given by

Gs ¼ cosh2 ckpzð Þ �
exp 2/nlð Þ

4
; (4)

is exponentially dependent on length. The phase matched

design thus provides a much larger gain-bandwidth than a

non phase matched TWPA for a given number of junctions

and is a more efficient amplifier design.

To produce j¼ 0, we can counter the power-dependent

phase shift of the pump with an engineered frequency-

tunable phase shift. In the NbTiN TWPAs, this was accom-

plished by a periodic impedance variation which created a

narrow band gap and phase shift in the transmission.31

However, this approach provides only a small correction to

the phase shift per unit length, which is incompatible with

the high nonlinear phase shifts of the JTWPA. Alternatively,

a resonator capacitively coupled to the transmission line,

shown in Fig. 1(c), produces an arbitrarily large frequency

dependent phase shift which counters the non-linear phase

shift. By including such a resonator after every nonlinear

section in the transmission line, shown in Fig. 1(d), the pump

frequency could be tuned to cancel the phase mismatch; thus

making j� 0. This approach has been shown to significantly

increase both gain and bandwidth for a given number of

junctions.30,32

While continuous phase correction is the most obvious

approach, a resonator following each junction can introduce

additional complications. The large number of resonators

would require a compact lumped-element design with par-

allel plate capacitors. The frequency of these resonators

would be harder to control and the extra dielectric will

introduce more loss. It should be possible however, to use

fewer total resonators if we increase the phase shift from

each individual resonator. With fewer total resonators we

can use larger CPW designs with lower loss and greater

frequency control. The concept of discrete phase correction

is shown in Fig. 1(e).

Our device, shown in Fig. 2(a), consists of a single

66 mm CPW with both non-linear (lumped element JJ array)

and linear (superconducting Al) sections. The 1326 JJs are

standard Al-Al2O3-Al junctions created using double angle

evaporation.33 The junction critical current was designed to

be 5 lA with an effective inductance of 65 pH per junction

that, combined with geometric inductance, gives 3.5 lH/m.

Parallel plate capacitors made with low loss amorphous sili-

con (a-Si:H) dielectric34 provide 1.6 nF/m in the non-linear

sections of the chip, setting the impedance while also short-

ing together the ground planes. Connecting the ground

planes is important because such a long transmission line

FIG. 1. (a) Circuit diagram of the Josephson junction TWPA. (b) The disper-

sion relationship in a conventional Josephson junction TWPA. For weak sig-

nals (linear regime), the dispersion is linear Dk¼ ksþ ki� 2 kp¼ 0, where

k¼x/vp. When a strong pump tone is applied, the traveling waves are

slowed down due to an increase in the junction inductance and a decrease in

the phase velocity. The pump tone is slowed down less than the signal and

idler tones due to the difference between the self-phase modulation and

cross-phase modulation23 effects which causes a mismatch Dk0 > 0. (c)

Phase shift due to a shunt resonator to ground. The resonator produces a fre-

quency dependent phase shift for just the pump tone. (d) Resonantly phase

matched TWPA, in which resonator phase shifters are inserted between non-

linear transmission line sections. (e) The phase of the pump tone is adjusted

at discrete locations and piece-wise matched to the signal and idler tones

which enhances the gain, as can be seen from a tight fit between the stepped

solid red line and the straight blue line Dk¼ 0. Without these resonator

phase shifters, the phase mismatch would grow (as can be seen from the de-

parture of the dashed red line from the solid blue line) and the gain would be

limited to the quadratic case of Eq. (3).
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could support lossy slot line modes. The periodic structure

shown in Fig. 2(b) consists of a series of JJs followed by a

linear section where the resonator is used to fix the pump

phase before entering the next non-linear section. To

improve the impedance matching of the non-linear sections,

the first and last shunt capacitor is half the capacitance of the

others. We chose a nonlinear unit cell of three junctions per

capacitor, shown in Fig. 2(c), to lower the transmission line

cutoff frequency while maintaining a high junction critical

current. This was done to prevent leakage of pump power

into higher harmonics, which may reduce gain, and to pre-

vent the onset of a shock wave.35

In the case of 1000 junctions, continuous phase match-

ing can be approximated with the phase shift of just 10 ideal

phase shifters.23 This result however does not consider the

effect of the resonant amplitude dip on the pump, which can

lead to large reflected pump energy. Using more resonators

will lessen this effect, but increase design complexity.

However, if the k/4 resonators are spaced by (2n)k/4, where

k is the wavelength corresponding to the resonator fre-

quency, the periodic placement provides a large stop band at

3x to prevent pump leakage. To take advantage of this

enhancement on a chip with 1326 junctions, we chose 26 res-

onators with 17 non-linear unit cells between each resonator.

The resonance coming from the periodic placement com-

bines with the resonators to create a sharp amplitude dip at

6.1 GHz with optimal phase shift at about 5.8 GHz, where

almost no pump energy is reflected.

In the past, JTWPAs have had difficulty reaching the

quantum limit of added noise due to loss in the transmission

line.29 To characterize the loss and transmission line per-

formance in our device, we measured the amplitude of S21

and S11 through both the TWPA and a copper cable of equiv-

alent length. We used in-situ microwave switches to alter-

nate between the cable and the TWPA in the same

experimental setup.23 We find that the difference in S21 is

less than 0.5 dB over the entire 4–8 GHz measurement band.

When measuring S11 of the TWPA we see an average

reflected amplitude �10 dB relative to the cable S21. This is

consistent with the majority of the signal difference between

the TWPA and the cable coming from reflections due to

imperfect impedance matching.23

The device presented in Fig. 2(a) provides a good test of

amplifier performance, but is limited to 6–8 dB gain. To

increase the gain and verify the phase matching will hold in

a longer device we chain two of these chips together in se-

ries. The performance of this amplifier chain is shown in

Fig. 3 and it details the 1 dB compression point (saturation

FIG. 2. (a) Photograph of the TWPA showing the full packaged device with an aluminum box and copper circuit-board feed lines. The chip is square with

6 mm sides. (b) Optical micrograph and circuit diagram that show the discrete phase matching through the periodic insertion of k/4 CPW resonators, spaced at

an electrical length equivalent to k/2 of the pump tone. (c) Scanning electron micrograph of the non-linear unit cell consisting of three double angle evapora-

tion Josephson junctions (left) and a shunt parallel plate capacitor (right), with amorphous silicon dielectric.

FIG. 3. (a) Saturation power and gain vs frequency for optimal pump gain with two TWPAs chained together; the pump tone is 5.83 GHz. Raw data are plotted

in lighter points with a darker averaged line overlaying the data. Average saturation power is �92 dBm and average gain is 12–14 dB. The dips on either side

of the pump come from the resonator reflecting either the signal or the idler tone close to the pump. (b) Gain and system noise vs frequency for a subsequent

experiment optimized for low noise at a pump tone of 5.32 GHz. In this subsequent experiment using the two chained devices from (a), the maximum gain

achieved was only 8 dB, while the lowest noise was 600 mK corresponding to an input noise of two photons. The raw system noise is plotted in blue (dark),

while system noise with the contribution from the HEMT subtracted is plotted in green (light). (c) Average gain and simulated phase shift vs frequency meas-

ured for a pair of devices which achieved 12–14 dB max gain. The blue (dark) data points are the averaged gain values, the yellow (light) curve is the simulated

resonator phase shift after including realistic experimental conditions, and the red (solid dark) line is a theoretical gain curve computed using the simulated

phase shift. The change from linear to exponential is consistent with /nl � 2:1 with a peak at 5.8 GHz.
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power), gain, and noise temperature. Each chip was in a sep-

arate box and the boxes were connected via SMA connec-

tors. The gain was measured relative to the low power

transmission amplitude.

As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), the chained device displays

an average gain of 12–14 dB over almost the entire 4–8 GHz

frequency range. Interestingly, the gain dips quite signifi-

cantly on either side of the pump. This is due to the reflection

of either the signal or idler tone when measuring close to the

pump frequency. Variations in the gain on the order of

2–3 dB most likely come from imperfect impedance match-

ing between sections and at the bond pads. These variations

in gain also affect the saturation power, here defined as the

1 dB compression point. The broad band input saturation

power shown in Fig. 3(a) varies from �95 dBm to �85 dBm

with an average of �92 dBm. This represents a significant

improvement in both bandwidth and saturation power over

the best resonant JPA.18 The reverse gain measured was 0 dB

as expected from the directionality of the coupled mode

equations.23

To measure noise temperature, we used the method of

signal to noise ratio improvement4,23 over a traditional high

electron mobility (HEMT) semiconductor amplifier.36 In

this experiment, the HEMT noise temperature was measured

to be 2.5 6 0.5 K over the measurement band. The noise

temperature measurement was conducted in a subsequent

experiment using the two chained devices. Unfortunately

due to sample aging, the largest gain achieved in this experi-

ment, shown in Fig. 3(b), reached only 8 dB at a different

pump power and frequency. In this case, we find that the

noise does approach the quantum limit over the entire range

but reaches a low of only 600 mK. This noise temperature

corresponds to about two photons of input noise, and is con-

sistent with residual HEMT noise at low gain. If we subtract

the expected HEMT contribution to the system noise we

find the noise added by the TWPA is very close to quantum

limit.

To verify the frequency dependent phase correction, we

measured average gain vs pump frequency for the chained

device. The dependence of the gain on pump frequency is

shown in Fig. 3(c) along with a simulated phase shift coming

from the complete dispersion engineering. The shape of the

phase shift is a result of the combined effects of both the

individual resonators and the periodic spacing between them.

The average gain increases by �5 dB when the pump nears

the resonator phase shift. This is consistent with a nonlinear

phase shift /nl � 2:1 with a predicted device gain plotted

with a solid red line along with the data.

We have experimentally demonstrated a Josephson

junction traveling wave parametric amplifier with minimal

resonator phase matching. This amplifier displays a signifi-

cant increase in both bandwidth and saturation power while

maintaining near quantum-limited noise performance. By

using discrete resonators to correct the pump phase, we can

access the exponential gain dependence with a minimal

increase in fab complexity. In this regime, we should be able

to increase the gain by simply increasing the length of the

device. In addition, it may be possible to improve the trans-

mission amplitude even further through fine tuning of the im-

pedance in each section.
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